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About This Game

Clockwork Tales: Of Glass and Ink is an adventure game in the steampunk genre. It is a detective drama featuring action
elements such espionage, monster battles and even hang-gliding!

A continuing string of strange earthquakes are causing the world’s cities to crumble to ruin. Dr. Ambrose Ink—one of the
foremost minds of the technological revolution—hopes to expose the underlying cause of this supernatural phenomenon.

His research leads him to Hochwald, a town nestled high in the mountains near the mysterious Barber family castle. Yet, shortly
after arriving at the estate, Dr. Ink disappears.

It’s up to Dr. Ink’s longtime friend and confidante, Agent Evangeline Glass to save Dr. Ink and reveal what is causing the
earthquakes. With only a mechanical raven to guide her, she must storm the well-secured castle and face the General Engineer

of Gottland.
Agent Glass soon realizes that humans are not the only threat during these strange, revolutionary times…

Features

Sneak into Hochwald Castle as Dr. Ink, alongside his faithful companion Matthew

Rich, unique steampunk setting
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Mechanical crow Matthew is player’s sidekick

31 (38 in CE ) beautiful, hand-drawn locations

Thrilling detective story with action elements

Diverse adventure gameplay: flying on glider, impersonating a soldier, defeating mechanical creatures

30+ hidden steambugs to find

9 achievements to unlock

Additional materials: concept art, wallpapers and a stunning soundtrack

Bonus adventure (“Ink’s Story”) is a prequel to the main one
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Title: Clockwork Tales: Of Glass and Ink
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
Artifex Mundi
Publisher:
Artifex Mundi
Release Date: 8 Aug, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8

Processor: 1.5 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 128 MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,French,German,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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This game has a different feel from the Davey Jones game series that I had been playing. There is more emphasis on interacting
with room puzzles to advance the story, and there is less emphasis on long, single image hidden-picture gameplay. I have got to
say that I do like the style of Clockwork Tales more, as it feels more like a Point and Click style game.

This game has very nice cutscenes that use face-morphing CGI for good effects. I am also enjoying the stories in this steampunk
themed gameworld. At this moment, the game is seventy per-cent off, which I think is a solid deal. Even at full price, I think
there is a lot of value in these types of games. This kind of relaxed, thoughtful gameplay will not be for every Steam gamer, but
those who enjoy this style will find a lot of extras packed into games from Artifex Mundi, such as the extensive and high quality
voice acting.

I am playing on an old ubuntu linux computer, with radeon mesa graphic drivers, and using a mouse for game control. The game
runs very fast at maximum fullscreen settings, with no slowdowns. The game seems to use a specialized game engine, and it has
an install size of 850MBs.. It was pretty fun. The whole story took me about 2.7 hours and it was really easy. I would like more
substance to it, and the plot wasn't the greatest, but honestly it was a very good point and click game.. worst artifex game i have
played in a long time ...

first off the story is really rushed ! and kinda boring ... and dont get me wrong i think this story could have been great! but it just
feels very rushed and alot of story holes !
and i dont even get why the villans are speaking nazi like german and i felt kinda very insulted(still do), why are germanys so
many time posted as evil...? we are not all that way u should know and we dont speak german like it is showed here also why are
the enemy german ? makes no sense
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